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In this article the possibility of measurement of post-Newtonian e�ects in the motion of close satellites of Jupiter is discussed.
On an example of Jupiter's �fth satellite Amalthea we study a question of, whether can be isolated the PN component
of orbital precession of the satellite from much bigger Newtonian components. Results of researches have shown that all
larger contributions of Newtonian perturbations can be modeled and subtracted out.
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1 Introduction

It is known that gravitation �elds of the gas giant
planets are the best laboratories for measuring the ef-
fects of Post-Newtonian (PN) gravity on trajectories of
natural satellites and spacecrafts [1]. In this work the
problem connected with the PN shift of pericenters of
orbits of close satellites of Jupiter is considered. Theo-
retically predicted the PN shift of pericenters of orbits
of the close satellites of Jupiter much more, than for
the Mercury orbit ($̇ = 43′′/per century) [1], [2].

Table 1. PN precession rates $̇ (arcsec/per century)
MetisJ16 AdrasteaJ15 AmaltheaJ5 ThebeJ14
5286′′.64 5283.65 2212.85 1335.57

Although the post-Newtonian e�ects are very large
for these satellites (Table 1), there are serious problems
to measure and separate out such e�ects. In article
J.D. Anderson, et al. "Gravitation and Celestial Me-
chanics Investigations with Galileo" [3] it is possible to
read: "It is unknown whether the relativistic compo-
nents of orbital precession for the inner satellites can
be isolated from the far larger Newtonian precessions".
In this work the attempt of studying of this question
is undertaken.

2 Perturbing factors in movement of of the
Jupiter's close satellites

The Hamiltonian function of a considered problem
within the PN formalism can be written down in a
form:

H = H0 +HN +HPN, (1)

where H0 is the Hamiltonian function of a separable
system (two-body problem), HN is the disturbing New-
tonian potential function and HPN is the relativistic
disturbing part of H. Function HN is

HN = H01 +H02 +H03. (2)

Here H01, H02, H03 are perturbations caused respec-
tively by the Jupiter's oblateness, Galilean satellites
and the Sun.

The orbit of the �fth satellite of Jupiter Amalthea
is the most studied. Therefore we use it as the test.

The �rst term of Hamiltonian function can be in-
troduced in form:

H0 =
µJ

2a
, µJ = GmJ, (3)

where a is the semi-magor axis of an orbit of the satel-
lite, G is the Newtonian gravitational constant, mJ is
mass of Jupiter. This term establishes the zero order
level for the Hamiltonian function.

The most considerable disturbing in�uence is de-
�ned by the second zonal harmonic of the Jupiter's
potential. Considering only a leading factor in expres-
sion for a zonal harmonic, we receive

ε =
µJR

2
JJ2

H0r3
A

, J2 = 1473.6 · 10−5. (4)

Here RJ is the equatorial radius of Jupiter, rA is the
mean orbit radius of a satellite, J2 is the dimensionless
coe�cients of the second zonal harmonic. The ratio
(4) de�nes the small parameter ε of our problem. The
same way the valuations of perturbations from Galilean
satellites and from the Sun were made.

The term HPN is treated as the additional poten-
tial to the Newtonian disturbing function which de-
scribes the geodesic motion of a test particle (satel-
lite) in the gravitational �eld of a spherically symmet-
ric body (Jupiter) of mass mJ. In the framework of
General Relativity (GR) the dominant GR e�ect can
be described by the following expression

τPN =

∣∣∣∣− µh2

c2r3

∣∣∣∣ . (5)

For a case which is considered in this work , the
right part of (5) is interpreted as follows: µ = µJ, r =
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rA. h = r2θ̇ =
√
µa · (1− e2) is the orbital angular

momentum of the satellite per unit mass, θ is the po-
lar angle, e is the eccentricity of satellite's orbit. The
contributions from HPN is τPN/H0.

The numerical values of contributions from the dis-
turbing potential terms are given in Table 2:

Table 2. The disturbing function of the problem.
Disturbing action (Leading factor)/H0 Order
Zonal harmonic(J2) 4.55866 · 10−3 ε
Galilean satellites) 9.43476 · 10−6 ε2

Zonal harmonic(J4) 2.81962 · 10−5 ε2

Zonal harmonic(J6) 2.30768 · 10−7 ε3

Sun 2.64792 · 10−8 ε3

HPN 1.55476 · 10−8 ε3

Analysis of results shows that the in�uence of the
PN e�ects of the gravity are rather big and it is nec-
essary to take them into consideration in the process
modeling of movement of the inner satellites of Jupiter.
The contribution from HPN is commensurable with So-
lar perturbations. And, if it is possible to separate So-
lar perturbations, it can be possible to separate and
PN e�ects also. In�uence of other bodies of the Solar
system on movement of the close satellites of Jupiter
is negligible.

3 Secular perturbations

Usually the disturbing function is represented in the
form of the truncated series at which there are century
and periodic terms. Our problem (1) is nonintegrable.
However, by means of suitable approximations it is pos-
sible to �nd an analytical solution for (1) with su�cient
accuracy. In this work we concentrate only on studying
of the secular motions of satellites.

With help of canonical transformations and the av-
eraging method the functionH01 ( oblateness part) was
presented in a form:

〈H01〉 =
1
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Here n = 2π/Ts is the mean motion of a satellite, where
Ts is its orbital period, i is the orbital inclination of a
satellite to the equatorial plane of Jupiter. Expression
(6) by accuracy to J4 can be found in work [4].

Then, using the equations of motion of the satellite
in the orbital elements, we received expressions for the

rate of change of pericentre $̇01 (Newtonian part from
oblateness):

$̇01 = n
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(7)

The full velue of the Newtonian shift of a pericenter
is determined by a formula:

$̇N = $̇01 + $̇02 + $̇03, (8)

Calculation of perturbations in $̇02 (from Galilean
satellites) and in $̇03 (from the Sun)was carried out
on known analytical expressions [4].

4 Numerical experiment

Observable value of shift of a pericenter of
Amalthea was received by P.V. Sudbury from the anal-
ysis of a large number of observations of the satellite [5]
:

$̇S = 3′′. 30264001 · 108 per century. (9)

At �rst we received total value of the Newtonian
shift of a pericenter without having included the sixth
harmonica:

$̇
(4)
N = 3′′. 30426244 · 108 per century. (10)

The similar calculations made by S. Breiter [6] , give
quite close value of the shift of a pericenter:

$̇
(4)
N = 3′′. 30409477 · 108per century (Breiter). (11)

The di�erence between the observable value and the
calculated value of the shift of a pericenter is:

∆$̇(4) = $̇S − $̇(4)
N = −162242′′. (12)

The di�erence has negative value, and the problem be-
comes uncertain.

Then the sixth harmonica was included. The fol-
lowing result was received:

$̇
(6)
N = 3′′. 30261439 · 108 per century. (13)

and

∆$̇(6) = $̇S − $̇(6)
N = 2566′′. 5. (14)

Predicted relativistic shift of pericenter of an orbit of
Amalthea has the following value (Table 1):

$̇PN = 2212′′. 85 per century. (15)

Thus the value ∆$̇(6) is commensurable with a
value of the predicted relativistic shift of a pericenter
of the satellite.
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5 Conclusion

The presented analytical solution for the secular
shift of the pericenter of a satellite includes the sixth
harmonic of the gravitational potential of Jupiter. The
di�erence between the observable value and the calcu-
lated value of the Newtonian part of shift of a pericen-

ter is commensurable with the value of the predicted
relativistic shift of the pericenter of a satellite. The
received result says that, apparently, possibility of iso-
lation of a relativistic part of pertutbations from New-
tonian exists. But this problem is very di�cult and it
is necessary to consider the received result preliminary.
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Ò. Ñ. Áîðîíåíêî

ÏÎÑÒÍÜÞÒÎÍÎÂÑÊÈÅ ÝÔÔÅÊÒÛ Â ÄÂÈÆÅÍÈÈ ÁËÈÇÊÈÕ ÑÏÓÒÍÈÊÎÂ
ÞÏÈÒÅÐÀ

Â ñòàòüå îáñóæäàåòñÿ ïðîáëåìà èçìåðåíèÿ ïîñòíüþòîíîâñêèõ (ÏÍ) ýôôåêòîâ â äâèæåíèè áëèçêèõ ñïóòíèêîâÞïèòåðà.
Íà ïðèìåðå ïÿòîãî ñïóòíèêàÞïèòåðà Àìàëüòåè ðåøàåòñÿ âîïðîñ îá îòäåëåíèè ÏÍ êîìïîíåíòû îðáèòàëüíîé ïðåöåññèè
ñïóòíèêà îò ñðàâíèòåëüíî áîëüøîé ïî âåëè÷èíå íüþòîíîâñêîé ÷àñòè. Ðåçóëüòàòû èññëåäîâàíèÿ ïîêàçàëè, ÷òî âñå
íåðåëÿòèâèñòñêèå âîçìóùåíèÿ â âåêîâîì äâèæåíèè ïåðèöåíòðà ñïóòíèêà ìîãóò áûòü ïîëó÷åíû ñ äîñòàòî÷íî âûñîêîé
ñòåïåíüþ òî÷íîñòè, ïîçâîëÿþùåé îòäåëèòü èõ îò ðåëÿòèâèñòñêîé êîìïîíåíòû.
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